Abstract. A finite tensor category is called pointed if all its simple objects are invertible. We find necessary and sufficient conditions for two pointed semisimple categories to be dual to each other with respect to a module category. Whenever the dual of a pointed semisimple category with respect to a module category is pointed, we give explicit formulas for the Grothendieck ring and for the associator of the dual. This leads to the definition of categorical Morita equivalence on the set of all finite groups and on the set of all pairs (G, ω), where G is a finite group and ω ∈ H 3 (G, k × ). A group-theoretical and cohomological interpretation of this relation is given. A series of concrete examples of pairs of groups that are categorically Morita equivalent but have non-isomorphic Grothendieck rings are given. In particular, the representation categories of the Drinfeld doubles of the groups in each example are equivalent as braided tensor categories and hence these groups define the same modular data.
Introduction
Throughout this paper we work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. A right module category over a tensor category C is a semisimple abelian category M together with a functor M × C → M and certain associativity and unit constraints satisfying some natural axioms (see [15] and references therein). The dual of a tensor category C with respect to an indecomposable right module category is the category C * M := F un C (M, M) whose objects are C-module functors from M to itself and morphisms are natural module transformations. The category C * M is a tensor category with tensor product being composition of module functors. The duality of tensor categories is known to be an equivalence relation [13] . A fusion category over k is a k-linear semisimple rigid tensor category with finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects and finite-dimensional Hom-spaces such that the neutral object in simple (see [6] ).
A finite tensor category is said to be pointed if all its simple object are invertible. Every pointed semisimple category is equivalent to the fusion category V ec(G, ω) whose objects are vector spaces graded by the finite group G and whose associativity constraint is given by the 3-cocycle ω ∈ Z 3 (G, k × ). Let us denote V ec(G) := V ec(G, 1). A fusion category is called group-theoretical if it is equivalent to the dual of V ec(G, ω) with respect to some indecomposable right module category for some finite group G and 3-cocycle ω ∈ Z 3 (G, k × ). In this paper we use the notion of weak Morita equivalence [13] of tensor categories to define and study an equivalence relation called categorical Morita equivalence on the set of all finite groups and on the set of all pairs (G, ω), where G is a finite group and ω ∈ H 3 (G, k × ). Namely, we say that two groups G and G ′ (respectively, two pairs (G, ω) and (G ′ , ω ′ )) are categorically Morita equivalent if V ec(G) is dual to V ec(G ′ ) (respectively, V ec(G, ω) is dual to V ec(G ′ , ω ′ )) with respect to some indecomposable right module category. This equivalence relation extends the notion of isocategorical groups, i.e., groups with equivalent tensor categories of representations, studied in [3] and [5] . Our motivation to study categorical Morita equivalence of finite groups comes from the question about existence of semisimple Hopf algebras with non group-theoretical representation categories asked in [6, Question 8.45 ]. We think that understanding equivalence classes of categorically Morita equivalent groups is a natural step towards answering this question.
The main results of this paper are: (1) Computation of the dual of V ec(G, ω) with respect to an indecomposable module category when the dual is pointed, including explicit formulas for the Grothendieck ring and the associated 3-cocycle. (2) Necessary and sufficient conditions for two pointed semisimple categories to be dual to each other with respect to a module category. (3) A series of concrete examples of pairs of groups (G 1 , G 2 ) that are categorically Morita equivalent but have non-isomorphic Grothendieck rings (and hence, inequivalent representation categories). A consequence of the categorical Morita equivalence of these groups is that the representation categories of their Drinfeld doubles Rep(D(G 1 )) and Rep(D(G 2 )) are equivalent as braided tensor categories and so in particular these groups define the same modular data. To the best of our knowledge these are first examples of finite groups with this property, cf. a discussion of a finite group modular data in [2] . These results are contained in Theorems 4.5, 4.9, 5.8 and Corollary 6.2.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall necessary definition and facts from cohomological algebra. We also recall the notions of module categories and duals of tensor categories. In Section 3 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the dual of V ec(G, ω) with respect to an indecomposable right module category to be pointed. In Section 4 we show that the Grothendieck ring of the dual of V ec(G, ω) with respect to an indecomposable right module category when the dual is pointed is the group ring of a certain crossed product of groups. We also find an explicit formula for the 3-cocycle associated to the dual category. In Section 5 we introduce the categorical Morita equivalence on the set of all finite groups and on the set of all pairs (G, ω), where G is a finite group and ω ∈ H 3 (G, k × ). We give a grouptheoretical and cohomological interpretation of these relations. In the final section, Section 6, we give a series of examples of pairs of groups that are categorically Morita equivalent but have non-isomorphic Grothendieck rings.
All categories considered in this paper are assumed to abelian, semisimple and k-linear with finite dimensional Hom-spaces. We will also assume that the number of isomorphism classes of simple objects in any category is finite. All functors are assumed to be additive and k-linear.
Preliminaries
2.1. Cohomology of groups and Shapiro's lemma. Let G be a finite group and M be a left G-module with action denoted by (g, m) → g ⊲ m, for g ∈ G, m ∈ M. We define a cochain complex C(G, M) = (C n (G, M)) n≥0 of G with coefficients in M as follows.
All n-cochains are assumed to be normalized.
When we write an element of the cohomology groups as ω, we will mean by this the class represented by the cocycle ω.
Any homomorphism a : G ′ → G between the groups G and G ′ induces a map between their cohomology groups:
Let H be a subgroup of G. Let p : G → H \ G be the usual surjection, i.e., p(g) := Hg, for all g ∈ G. Throughout this paper we will denote p(1 G ) by 1. For each x ∈ H \ G choose a representative u(x) in G; i.e., an element u(x) with pu(x) = x. In particular, choose u(1) = 1 G . The set H \ G is a right G-set with the obvious action: x ⊳ g := p(u(x)g), for x ∈ H \ G and g ∈ G. Also, the set {u(x) | x ∈ H \ G} is a right G-set: u(x) ⊳ g = u(x ⊳ g), for x ∈ H \ G and g ∈ G . The elements u(x)g and u(x ⊳ g) differ by an element κ x, g of H, for x ∈ H \ G and g ∈ G :
The following relation holds:
. From now on we will identify the coinduced module Coind 
Proof. We will first show that
. We need to show that ϕ 1 (ρ) satisfies the equation:
The 1-cocycle condition on ρ is:
Put h 1 = κ x g 1 and h 2 = κ x⊳g 1 , g 2 in the above equation and use Equation (3) to obtain the desired equation.
The map ϕ 1 induces a map:
One can show that the map ϕ 1 does not depend on the choice of the function u : K → G. Let ψ 1 denote the restriction map.
for any γ ∈ Z 1 (G, C) and h ∈ H. Let ψ 1 denote the induced map:
It remains to show that the maps ϕ 1 and ψ 1 are inverse to each other. It suffice to show that
for all h ∈ H and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.2. The following map induces an isomorphism between H
2 (H, k × ) and H 2 (G, C):
Proof. We will first show that ϕ(µ) ∈ Z 2 (G, C) for any µ ∈ Z 2 (H, k × ). We need to show that ϕ(µ) satisfies the following equation for all g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ∈ G and x ∈ K.
The 2-cocycle condition on µ is: One can show that ϕ preserves coboundaries, hence it induces a map:
Let ψ denote the restriction map:
for any γ ∈ Z 2 (G, C) and h 1 , h 2 ∈ H. Let ψ denote the induced map:
It remains to show that the maps ϕ and ψ are inverse to each other. It suffice to show that
There is a right action of K H on C n (G, C):
and y ∈ K
It is routine to check that the above action is independent of the function u. This induces a right action of
If H is abelian and normal in G, then Z n (H, k × ) becomes a right K-module:
for all µ ∈ Z n (H, k × ) and x ∈ K.
The above induces an action of K on H n (H, k × ).
Lemma 2.3. If H is abelian and normal in
Proof. Pick any γ ∈ Z 1 (G, C) and y ∈ K. We have
. By Lemma 2.1 we know that γ = (δ 1 α) ϕ 1 (ρ) for some α ∈ C and ρ ∈ H. We have,
and
Lemma 2.4. If H is abelian and normal in
. In order to show that the map ϕ is K-linear it suffices to show that ψ(
for all h 1 , h 2 ∈ H. So ψ( y ϕ(µ)) = µ y and the lemma is proved.
The fusion category V ec(G, ω).
We refer the reader to [1] for definition and basic properties of tensor categories. A category is called skeletal if all isomorphic objects in the category are actually equal. Every category is equivalent to a skeletal category. It is convenient to work with a skeletal category V(G, ω) equivalent to V ec(G, ω). Let V(G, ω) be a semisimple tensor category with simple objects g, g ∈ G. The tensor product is defined by g 1 ⊗g 2 = g 1 g 2 , and the associativity isomorphisms are ω(g 1 , g 2 , g 3 )id g 1 g 2 g 3 . The unit object is 1 G . The left and right unit isomorphisms are
The previous statement follows from the triangle axiom for tensor categories. Since we can assume that all cocycles are normalized, the left and right unit isomorphisms are the identity morphisms. The left and right dual objects of g are g * = * g = g −1 and evaluation and coevaluation maps are the identity morphisms. If G ′ is another group and 
is the group of outer automorphisms.
Module categories. Recall some definitions from [15]:
Definition 2.5. A right module category over a tensor category (C, ⊗, 1 C , α, λ, ρ) with unit object 1 C , associativity constraint α, left unit constraint λ, and right unit constraint ρ, is a category M together with an exact bifunctor ⊗ : M × C → M and functorial associativity and unit isomorphisms:
2 ) be two right module categories over a tensor category C. A module functor from M 1 to M 2 is a functor F :
u u j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j
Two module categories M 1 and M 2 over C are equivalent if there exists a module functor from M 1 to M 2 which is an equivalence of categories. For two module categories M 1 and M 2 over a tensor category C their direct sum is the category M 1 ⊕ M 2 with the obvious module category structure. A module category is indecomposable if it is not equivalent to a direct sum of two non-trivial module categories. Definition 2.7. Let M 1 and M 2 be two right module categories over a tensor category
is a natural transformation η : F 1 → F 2 such that the following square commutes for all M ∈ M, X ∈ C.
Example 2.8. Let us recall a description of indecomposable module categories over V(G, ω) given in [16] . Let M be an indecomposable right module category over V(G, ω) with module category structure µ. Without loss of generality we may assume that M is skeletal. The set of simple objects of M is a transitive right G-set and hence can be identified with the set of right cosets H \ G = K for some subgroup H of G. So the set of all simple objects of M, Irr(M) = K. All the isomorphisms µ x, g 1 , g 2 , x ∈ K, g 1 , g 2 ∈ G are given by scalars. So we can regard µ as an element of C 2 (G, C):
We may assume that the 2-cochain µ is normalized. Since the unit constraint in V(G, ω) is trivial, the commutativiy of triangle (12) implies that the unit constraint in M is trivial. Let us regard ω as an element of Z 3 (G, C) ⊂ C 3 (G, C) by treating ω(g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) as a constant function on K, for all g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ∈ G. The commutativity of the pentagon (11) 
2.4. The dual category. Let C be a tensor category and M be an indecomposable right module category over C.
Definition 2.9. The dual category of C with respect to M is the category C * M := F un C (M, M) whose objects are C-module functors from M to itself and morphisms are natural module transformations.
The category C * M is tensor with tensor product being composition of module functors. Let
, where γ 1 , γ 2 represent the module functor structure on the functors F 1 and F 2 , respectively. Then, (
, where γ is defined as:
be morphisms in C * M , i.e., natural module transformations. Then their tensor product η ⊗ η ′ is defined as:
. Remark 2.10. The Frobenius-Perron dimension F P dim(X) of a simple object X ∈ Obj(C) is the Frobenius-Perron eigenvalue of the matrix coming from multiplication of the set of isomorphism classes of all simple objects in C by X. The Frobenius-Perron dimension F P dim(C) of the fusion category C is the sum of squares of the Frobenius-Perron dimension of the isomorphism classes of simple objects. It is know that if C is a fusion category and M is abelian and semisimple then C * M is a fusion category. It is also known that F P dim(C) = F P dim(C * M ). See [6] for a treatment on Frobenius-Perron dimensions.
3. Necessary and sufficient condition for the dual of a pointed category to be pointed
We fix the following notation for this and the next section. Let K := H \ G and C := Coind G H k × . Let u : K → G be a function satisfying p • u = id K and u(p(1 G )) = 1 G , where p : G → K is the usual surjection. Let κ : K × G → H be the function satisfying Equation (2). Let C := V(G, ω) and let M = M(H, µ) denote the right module category constructed from the pair (H, µ), where H is a subgroup of G such that ω| H×H×H is trivial in H 3 (H, k × ) and µ ∈ C 2 (G, C) is a 2-cochain satisfying δ 2 µ = ω. In the previous equation we regarded ω as an element of Z 3 (G, C) by treating ω(g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) as a constant function on K, for all g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ∈ G. The module category structure of M is given by µ. If ω ≡ 1, then we will assume that µ belongs to Z 2 (H, k × ) and that the module category structure of M(H, µ) is given by ϕ(µ) (see (7)). Definition 3.1. For each y ∈ K H , define the set F un y = F un y (G, C):
Invertible objects in C * M are given by pairs (γ, y), where y ∈ K H and γ ∈ F un y .
Proof. We associate an invertible objects in C * M to each pair (γ, y), where y ∈ K H and γ ∈ F un y as follows: define a map f y : K → K by f y (x) = p(u(y)u(x)) for any x ∈ K. Extend the map f y to a functor F y : M → M. The module functor structure on F y , which is also denoted by γ, is: γ x, g := γ(g)(x) id p(u(y)u(x⊳g)) for any g ∈ G and x ∈ K. The pentagon axiom for a module functor (13) is:
This condition is satisfied because γ ∈ F un y . The inverse of (γ, F y ) is the module functor associated to the pair (
, for g ∈ G and y ∈ K. It should be clear that all invertible objects in C * M arise in this way and the lemma is proved. Two invertible C-module functors (γ 1 , y 1 ) and (γ 2 , y 2 ) are isomorphic in C * M iff y 1 = y 2 and there exists an element α ∈ C such that γ
This motivates us to define an equivalence relation on the set F un y : we define two elements γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ F un y , to be equivalent if there exists an α ∈ C such that
for all g ∈ G and x ∈ K. Let F un y denote the set of equivalence classs of F un y under the aforementioned equivalence relation.
Lemma 3.3. For each y ∈ K H , if F un y = ∅, then there is a bijection between the sets F un y and H 1 (G, C) and hence there is a bijection between the sets F un y and H.
Proof. Fix some η y ∈ F un y . Then the maps F un y → Z 1 (G, C) : β → β ηy and Z 1 (G, C) → F un y : γ → η y γ are inverse to each other. These maps induce a bijection between the sets F un y and H 1 (G, C) The second statement of the lemma follows from Shapiro's Lemma.
The following theorem can be derived from [16] . We include the proof for the sake of reader's convenience. 
) is pointed if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(1) H is abelian, (2) H is normal in G and
If ω ≡ 1, then we assume that µ belongs to Z 2 (H, k × ) and the module category structure on M is given by ϕ(µ) (see (7) ). The third condition above is then replaced with:
Proof. Suppose that C * M is pointed and let S = K H . The set of isomorphism classes of simple objects in C * M is given by the set s∈S F un s × {s} . By the previous Lemma, we have F P dim(C * M ) ≤ | H| |S|. Note that | H| ≤ |H| and |S| ≤ |K| = |G| |H| . By Remark 2.10, F P dim(C * M ) = F P dim(C) = |G|. It follows that we must have F un y = ∅ for all y ∈ K, | H| = |H| and S = K. The second condition in the previous sentence means that H is abelian. The third condition means that H is normal in G. The first condition is equivalent to saying that y µ µ is trivial in H 2 (G, C), for all y ∈ K. This is equivalent to saying that the restriction ψ(
Conversely, suppose that H is abelian and normal in G and that ψ(
, for all y ∈ K. Let C ′ denote the full subcategory of C * M of invertible objects. The isomorphism classes of invertible objects in the category C * M are given by elements of the set x∈K F un x × {x} and the size of each set in the previous union is |H|. So
In other words, every simple object in C * M is invertible, that is, the category C * M is pointed. The last statement of the theorem follows from Lemma 2.3.
Hence the dual of V ec(G, ω) with respect to any indecomposable module category for any 3-cocycle ω on G is pointed. Also, for any abelian group G, the dual of V ec(G) with respect to any indecomposable module category is pointed. On the other hand, the previous statement is not true for V ec(G, ω) if ω is a non-trivial 3-cocycle on the abelian group G. Indeed, consider the dihedral group D 8 = {r, s | r 4 = s 2 = 1, rs = sr −1 } and a subgroup < r > of it. It can be shown that V ec(
, where ω is a non-trivial 3-cocycle on (Z/2Z) 3 . Now, we know that V ec(D 8 ) is dual to the representation category Rep(D 8 ). Hence, there must exist an indecomposable module category over V ec((Z/2Z) 3 , ω) with respect to which the dual of V ec((Z/2Z) 3 , ω) is equivalent to the non-pointed tensor category Rep(D 8 ). We refer the reader to [2] and [10] for similar results.
The tensor category C * M when it is pointed
In this section we further assume that H is abelian and normal in G and that y µ µ is trivial in H 2 (G, C), for all y ∈ K.
4.1.
Tensor product and composition of morphisms in C * M . It suffices to restrict ourselves to simple objects in C * M . Recall that simple objects in C * M are given by pairs (γ, x), where γ ∈ F un x and x ∈ K. The element x ∈ K determines a C-module functor F x : M → M given by F x (y) = xy, for any y ∈ K. The C-module functor structure on F x is given by γ. Tensor product (=composition of module functors) in C * M : for any two simple objects (γ 1 , x 1 ) and (γ 2 , x 2 ), (
2 is an element of the set F un x 1 x 2 and x 2 γ 1 is defined as follows: x 2 y) , for g ∈ G, y ∈ K. Now let us look at morphisms in C * M . It suffices to restrict ourselves to isomorphisms between simple objects. Recall that an isomorphism between two simple objects (γ 1 , x) and (γ 2 , x) (note that the second coordinates have to be equal for an isomorphism to exist) in C * M is given by an element α ∈ C which satisfies:
is completely determined by α(1). If α is an automorphism, then α(y) = α(1) for all y ∈ K. Now let us look at tensor product and composition of isomorphisms in C * M . Let α : (γ 1 , x 1 ) → (γ 2 , x 1 ) and β : (γ 3 , x 2 ) → (γ 4 , x 2 ) be any two isomorphisms between simple objects in C * M . The tensor product of α and β: (α ⊗ β)(x) = (
, then the composition of α and β is given by (β • α)(x) = β(x)α(x) for x ∈ K.
4.2.
Grothendieck ring of the category C * M . The set of isomorphism classes of simple objects in C * M form a group:
where for any γ ∈ F un x , by γ we mean the equivalence class of γ in F un x . The inverse of any (γ, x) ∈ Λ is γ −1
. The rest of the subsection is devoted to showing that Λ is isomorphic to a certain crossed product of the groups H and K.
Since we assumed that
Proof. Let us first show thatν(y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ Z 1 (G, C) for any y 1 , y 2 ∈ K. We have δη y 1 y 2 =
The cohomology class ofν does not depend on the choice of the family of maps {η y | y ∈ K}. Indeed, let {η 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Lemmas 2.3 and 4.2.
Remark 4.4. If ω ≡ 1, then the element ν in the previous corollary is the image of µ under the following composition.
The first map in the above composition comes from ϕ (7), the second from (19) and third is induced from the map ψ 1 (5). Maps similar to the one in (20) appears in [3] and [5] .
Let us put a group structure on the set H × K. For any two pairs (ρ 1 , x 1 ), (ρ 2 , x 2 ) define their product by:
1 ρ 2 , x 1 x 2 ) Associativity follows from corollary 4.3. We denote this group by H ⋊ ν K. The group that we just constructed is known as a crossed product.
As mentioned in Lemma 3.3, the sets F un x and H are in bijection for each x ∈ K. The following maps induce this bijection:
where the maps ϕ 1 and ψ 1 were defined in (4) and (5), respectively.
Proof. Suffices to show that the groups Λ and H ⋊ ν K are isomorphic. Define a map T :
and,
1 ρ 2 . For any h ∈ H, we have
. This shows that T is a homomorphism. It should be clear that T is an isomorphism and the theorem is proved.
Example 4.6. Let H be abelian and normal in G such that its order is relatively prime to the order of the group K and suppose ψ(
Indeed, since |H| and |K| are relatively prime we have H 2 (K, H) = {1} which implies that ν is trivial in H 2 (K, H).
4.3.
Skeleton of the category C * M . A skeleton of a category D is any full subcategory D such that each object of D is isomorphic (in D) to exactly one object of D. Every category is equivalent to any of its skeletons. Let us recall how one constructs a skeleton D of any tensor category D with associativity contraint a and tensor product ⊗. The construction is as follows: choose one object from each isomorphism class of objects in D. Let obj(D) be the set of all objects choosen above. For any X ∈ obj(D), by X we mean the object in D that represents the object X.
Define
We now define associativity constraint a in D. For any X, Y, Z ∈ obj(D) define a X, Y, Z to be the following composition.
Left and right unit constraints are defined in the obvious way. It can be shown that the necessary axioms (pentagon, triangle) are satisfied. Hence D is a monoidal category. One can also show that the categories D and D are tensor equivalent. The function κ defines an element in Z 2 (K, H):
u : K → G by u(H +0) = 0 and u(H +1) = 1. Since µ ≡ 1, we can chooseν ≡ 1. So the first factor in the definition of ̟ vanishes. We have, ̟((ρ 1 , H + 1), (ρ 1 , H + 1), (ρ 1 , H + 1)) = ρ 1 (κ(H + 1, H + 1)) = ρ 1 (2) = −1. Thus, the 3-cocycle ̟ is non-trivial. In particular, the fusion categories V ec(Z/4Z, 1) and V ec(Z/2Z × Z/2Z, ̟) are weakly Morita equivalent (see next section).
Categorical Morita Equivalence
Two tensor categories C and D are said to be weakly Morita equivalent if there exists an indecomposable right module category M over C such that the categories C * M and D are tensor equivalent (see [13] ). It was shown by Müger that this indeed is an equivalence relation.
Using the notion of weak Morita equivalence we put an equivalence relation on the set of all pairs (G, ω) , where G is a finite group and ω ∈ H 3 (G, k × ):
Definition 5.1. We say that two pairs (G, ω) and (G ′ , ω ′ ) are categorically Morita equivalent and write (G, ω) ≈ (G ′ , ω ′ ) if the tensor categories V ec(G, ω) and V ec(G ′ , ω ′ ), are weakly Morita equivalent.
Remark 5.2. Note that finding categorically Morita equivalence classes of the set of all pairs (G, ω), where G is a finite group and ω ∈ H 3 (G, k × ) amounts to finding weakly Morita equivalence classes of the set of all group-theoretical categories.
We also define an equivalence relation on the set of all groups: [5] . If two groups G and G ′ are isocategorical, then they are categorically Morita equivalent (this follows from the fact that for any group G the categories Rep(G) and V ec(G, 1) * M(G, 1) are tensor equivalent). We show in Section 6 that the converse is not true, that is, there do exist groups that are categorically Morita equivalent but not isocategorical.
Remark 5.5. It was shown in [16] that if the tensor categories C and D are weakly Morita equivalent, then their Drinfeld centers are equivalent as braided tensor categories. It follows that if two groups are categorically Morita equivalent, then the Drinfeld centers of their representation categories are equivalent as braided tensor categories. Definition 5.6. We say that a group G is categorically Morita rigid if any group that is categorically Morita equivalent to G is actually isomorphic to G.
Remark 5.7. By remark 5.5 it follows that abelian groups are categorically Morita rigid. In particular, an abelian group can not be categorically Morita equivalent to a non-abelian group.
The next theorem gives a group-theoretical and cohomological interpretation of categorical Morita equivalence. Proof. Suppose the pairs (G, ω) and (G ′ , ω ′ ) are categorically Morita equivalent. Then there exists an indecomposable right module category M over V ec(G, ω) such that the categories V ec(G, ω) * M and V ec(G ′ , ω ′ ) are tensor equivalent. So there exists a subgroup H of G such that ω| H×H×H represents the trivial class in H 3 (H, K × ) and 2-cochain µ ∈ C 2 (G, C) (satisfying the δ 2 µ = ω) which together produce the module category M. Note that V ec(G, ω) * M must be pointed. By Theorem 3.4, it follows that H is abelian and normal in G and that ψ( y µ/µ) is trivial in H 2 (H, k × ), for all y ∈ H \ G. 
Examples of categorically Morita equivalent groups with non-isomorphic Grothendieck rings
In this section we produce a series of pairs of groups that are categorically Morita equivalent but have non-isomorphic Grothendieck rings. Let p and q be odd primes such that p − 1 is divisible by q. Then there exists a unique upto isomorphism non-trivial semidirect product of the groups Z/pZ and Z/qZ. Let a and b be generators of the groups Z/pZ and Z/qZ, respectively. Let us fix an action of Z/qZ on Z/pZ: fix a t ∈ Z (t ≡ 1 mod p) such that t q − 1 is divisible by p. Such a t of course exists because p − 1 is divisible by q. Then the action of Z/qZ on Z/pZ is defined by: a ⊳ b := a t . Let ρ be a generator of the groups Z/pZ. Proof. Note that both groups have the same number of subgroups of order p. We claim that all subgroups of order p in G are normal whereas there exists a non-normal subgroup of order p in G ′ . The generator of any subgroup of G of order p is of the form (a l , (a m , 1)), where l, m ∈ {1, . . . , p} with l and m not simultaneously equal to p. The elements (a, (1, 1) ), (1, (a, 1)), and (1, (1, b) ) generate the group G. Note that the element (a l , (a m , 1)) is stable under conjugation by the first two generators of G. While conjugation by the third genera
